
BRIEFING MEMO 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
Washington 

October 25, 2010 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: CAROL BROWNER 
RONKLAIN 
LARRY SUMMERS 

SUBJECT: Renewable Energy Loan Guarantees and Grants 

Your advisors seek your direction on implementing the energy loan guarantee program. 
Three near-term risks characterize this program: rescission of non-obligated funds; criticism 
from Hill supporters and stakeholders for slow implementation; and making commitments to 
projects that would have happened anyway and thus fail to advance your clean energy 
agenda. In considering these risks, the Department of Energy supports a process that would 
limit OMB and Treasury review. OMB and Treasury suppott the establishment of clear 
policy principles for project review, recognizing that this may pose a risk that some program 
funds may not be obligated by the program's September 30, 2011 sunset date. We also 
believe you should consider working with Congress to reprogram loan guarantee funds for an 
extension of the Recovery Act's renewable grant program during the lame duck tax extenders 
debate. An expanded EDB, including Secretary Chu, will provide an opportunity to discuss 
the options described below with you tomorrow. 

DISCUSSION 

Background 

The Recovery Act created two new programs to promote deployment of renewable power: 
the 1705 energy loan guarantee program and the 1603 grant in lieu of tax credit program. 

1705 Energy Loan Guarantee Program: The Recovery Act appropriated about $6 billion to 
enable the government to pay for the credit subsidies associated with loan guarantees for 
renewable energy (and related) projects. The credit subsidy can be thought of as the 
premium that must be paid for the insurance the government provides in guaranteeing the 
Joan for a project. This program was intended to address concerns about tightening credit 
markets for renewable projects. It represents a modification of the existing 1703 Joan 
guarantee program, which suppot1s innovative technologies and covers renewables, nuclear, 
and advanced fossil. To date, the 1703 program has not received appropriations for credit 
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subsidies, thus requiring project developers to pay the government for the credit subsidy and 
thereby limiting the interest in the 1703 program among small renewable developers.1

1603 Grant Program: Renewables developers may opt to convert the existing renewable 
investment tax credit, equal to 30 percent of a project's investment cost, into a grant. Before 
the financial crisis, renewable developers often partnered with large financials that had 
sizable taxable income and could use tax credits, i.e., provide "tax equity." This program 
addresses concerns about the capacity of the tax equity market for renewables through 20 I 0. 

Doubling Renewable Power Goal: Based on these Recovery Act programs, the 
Administration set a goal to double renewable power generation within three years. In 2009, 
the wind industry enjoyed its best year ever with nearly 10,000 megawatts of new installed 
capacity. Lawrence Berkley National Lab estimated that neady one-quarter of this capacity 
would not have been built in the absence of the 1603 grant program. The 1705 loan 
guarantee program did not close any deals on renewable generation in 2009. 

Su111111my of 1705 Loan Guarantee Progra111 and 1603 Grant Program (through October 25)

Staff 

Determination of Receipt 

Typical length of review 

Program sunset date 

Total number of projects 
(closed/conditional for 1705) 

Number of wind power projects 

Number of solar power projects 

Number of geothermal power projects 

Number of biomass power projects 

Number of other technology projects 

Number of states with supported 
projects 

Total capacity installed (MW) 

Total investment supported 

1705 Loan Guarantee 1603 Grnnt 

100-200 FTE 5 Treasury FTEs and 
DOE staff and contractors 15 DOE FTEs 

Discretionary, reflecting deal Standardized, subject to 
characteristics and eligible teclmology 

negotiations with sponsor entering into service 

6+ months 4-6 weeks

September 30, 20 I I December 31, 20 l O 

4/8 3,851 

l I I 203 

0/2 3,571 

I I I 23 

0/0 25 

2/4 29 

4 /6 48 plus DC and PR 

-80 /-1,600 -8,600

$1.2 billion I $1.6 billion -$18.2 billion 

Note: Project sponsors for all power generation projects under the 1705 program have indicated that 
they illtend to clain1 a I 603 grant once they enter into service. 

I The 1703 program has made conditional commitments for the Southern Company's Vogt le nuclear 
power plant in Georgia and AREVA's Eagle Rock Enrichment Facility In Idaho. 
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